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Application and Research of Structure Topology Optimization of
Scraper Conveyer with MSC.Nastran.Optishape
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Abstract Within the last 30 years, a number of methods have been proposed such as boundary-based shape
optimization, homogenization-based method, evolutionary structural optimization etc. Design optimization is used to
produce a design that possesses some optimal character, such as minimum weight. However, these optimization
capabilities are basically used to improve the design of structures or parts in the detailed design process. In this paper,
topology optimization of scraper conveyer is based on homogenization method and carried out with
MSC.Nastran.Optishape program. On the basis of this theory of homogenization method, the design domain is
assumed composing of infinitely periodic microstructures. Starting with a discussion on several of optimization
methods and their merit and shortage, homogenization method is discussed completely. In the first phase of topology
optimization, the model of scraper conveyer is analyzed with MSC.Nastran. The results shows that the maximal stress
value in original design is much less than the yield stress value, which make material wasted. Then the model is
submitted to MSC.Nastran.Optishape to access the topology optimization results. After topology optimization, the
weight of scraper conveyer reduced 17.17% .It is also found that the maximal stress value of optimized scraper
conveyer doesn’t still approaches the yield stress. Therefore this optimization makes material sufficient used, the
weigh of scraper conveyer effectively lightened and the stress distribution is more reasonable. It is also found that
optimization result is according to the theory, which is testified that topology optimization with MSC.Nastran.
Optishape can be applied in the engineering scope practically.
Key words: topology optimization, homogenization method, MSC.Nastran.Optishape, finite element
INTRODUCTION
Structural topology is rapidly becoming an integral part of the product design progress. Because the timing and budget
constraints, structural optimization yields a significantly superior design than the conventional trial and error approach
[1]. Structural optimization problems can be classified two categories: shape optimization and topology optimization.
Shape optimization provides the means to generate optimal design by modifying geometrical parameters. However,
topology optimization does not require an initial design as input. Given a specified region, loads and boundary
condition, the most structurally efficient material layout is determined.
In the past two decades, structural topology optimization has been widely developed [2]. A number of methods have
been proposed such as boundary-based shape optimization, homogenization-based method, evolutionary structural
optimization, bubble method etc. Design optimization has been considered mostly in structures under linear elasticity
and recently it is extended to mechanical design, which is used to produce a design that possesses some optimal
characteristic, such as minimum weight, maximum frequency, or minimum noise levels [3]. However, these
optimization capabilities are basically only used to improve the design of structure or part in the detailed design
process. In the beginning of the conceptual design process, another category of optimization capability, so-called
topology optimization is necessary. The application of the topology optimization method in various fields of
engineering can significantly improve design cost and quality, which is important in design of structure. It can solve
the problem of distributing a given amount of material in a design domain subject to load and support condition, such
that the stiffness of the structure is maximized. Several papers have reported industrial applications of topology
optimization such as design of automotive and airplane structures, however, the method, despite its attractiveness, is
still not well known in wide circles of practicing design. In order to provide with a more complete spectrum of design
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optimization analysis capability, the most famous topology optimization program, MSC.Nastran.Optishape, is
developed, which provide with a more complete set of functions useful in design optimization analysis. With it,
large-scale topology optimization problems and nonparametric shape optimization problems can be processed
efficiently.
TOPOLOGY REVIEW
1. Basic concept As mentioned in the introduction, the topology optimization method has recently been applied to
such various problems as mechanism design, material design and MEMS design, which using the homogenization
method introduced by Bendsoe and Kikuchi [4] in 1998 as the theory of optimal design of material distribution in the
design domain. This theory has been extended and applied to various kinds of problem such as static and normal
modes. In topology optimization of elastic structure based on this theory, the design domain is assumed to be
composed of infinitely periodic microstructure. In the optimization process, design variables are to be determined by
minimizing or maximizing the object function subject to volume constraint and boundary condition. As shown in Fig.
1, design variables a, b and θ are the hole sizes and angle of rotation. Since each element hole is allowed to possess a
different size and angle of rotation, porous material in the initial stage will have a different size of element hole at the
end of optimization.
Figure 1: concept of topology optimization with homogenization method
2. Homogenization method Homogenization method is the most popular method applied to the optimization of
continuum, the basic idea of which is to apply microstructure to the material of optimized structure [5]. The size
parameter determines the density and the character of elasticity of material near the area of design domain. When
applying homogenization method to the design engineering, it is necessary to set up the relation between the size of
microstructure and the elastic character of material. The elastic character of material such as density, elastic module
etc, can be defined as follows:
kl
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H
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Here ε is elastic character of different microstructure, H is character of elasticity after homogenization, Y is design
domain of element, χ is parameter of distortion property, which can be defined as follow:
⎛ ε
∂χ pkl ⎞ ∂vi
ε
∫Y ⎜⎜ Eijkl − Eijpq ∂yq ⎟⎟ ∂y j dy = 0
⎝
⎠
(4)
In the structure topology optimization using the homogenization method, the periodical microstructure of porous
material is usually called a unit cell [6]. In MSC.Nastran.Optishape, three kinds of unit cell are provided corresponding
to both two-dimensional problems and three-dimensional problems as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Types of unit cells
The optimal topology optimization of a structure with the highest stiffness is calculated by changing the hole size [7] as
expressed by the following optimization problems statement. When the volume of the material used within the domain
is constrained and the mean compliance Φ within the domain is minimized, a topology having the maximum stiffness
within the rage of the constrained material Vc can be obtained. The static problem is expressed by the following
equation:
H
Φ = 1 ∫Ω ε T D ε d Ω
2
(5)
Minimize Φ s.t. ∫ ρ d Ω ≤ V
C
(6)
Ω
In this case, sensitivity related to the objective function Φ of each element can be expressed as follows:
∂Φ e
∂DeH
εed Δ
= − ∫ ε eT
Δ
∂d
∂d
(7)
ε , D H , ρ and VC represent the element’s strain, equivalent stress-strain matrix calculated by the homogenization
e
e
method, material filling ratio, and constraint volume over the entire domain, respectively.
TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION OF CONVEROR
In this section, we considered the topology optimization of scraper conveyer. Scraper conveyer is the important section
of transportation equipment under mine. Because it is unwieldy, a large quantity of steel has been consumed. In order
to save steel and make the structure’s mechanics performance display fully, topology optimization of scraper conveyer
is necessary. Because the structure of scraper conveyer is complicate, topology optimization of entire structure may be
difficult and the result of topology optimization is not reasonable. In this paper we only think about the topology
optimization of section of scraper conveyer.
In the first phase of this development, the model is set up with Pro/E software. Then the 3D static model is introduced
into MSC.Patran.In order to improve the efficiency of computer, the model of scraper conveyer must be edited and the
microstructure is neglected. The entire model is shown as Fig. 3. The material has Young’s Modulus of 200 GPa,
Passion’s ratio of 0.3 and the density of 7.8×103Kg/m3. After the loads have been acted upward on and the finite
element grid has been divided, finite element model has been analyzed. The Mises stress distribution of the scraper
conveyer is shown on Fig. 4
Figure 3: The entity model of Ramp Pan
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Figure 4: Mises stress distribution of ramp pan
From the Fig. 4, we can see that the maximal Mises stress is 192 MPa, which is less than the yield stress of the material.
And we also find that mostly domain of the scraper conveyer is far less than the yield stress, which indicate that the
topology optimization of structure of the scraper conveyer is feasible.
In the first phase of this development of topology optimization, static topology optimization analyses are introduced
into MSC.Nastran. In order to develop an efficient and fully integrated solution sequence for the topology optimization
analysis, the optimizer function of OPTISHAPE is extracted and rewritten as the topology optimization optimizer
function modules of MSC.Nastran. For the purpose of performing static topology optimization, when performing a
topology optimization or nonparametric shape optimization in static analysis, it is necessary to add parameters such as
constraint volume, move limit, design domain to the MSC.Nastran data for general linear static analysis.
The major steps for pre-processing and post-processing required in the execution of MSC.Nastran.Optishape are
summarized below: (1) Use MSC.Nastran preference to create bulk data, such as finite element models, boundary
conditions and loads, for use in finite element analysis. (2) Use the analysis from in MSC.Nastran preference to create
analysis data. (3) Use the analysis forming Optishape tool to define parameters and design domain specific to
MSC.Nastran.Optishape. (4) Use the analysis form in Optishape tool to modify the MSC.Nastran analysis data created
above, to execute an analysis job. (5) Processing of topology optimization result. (6) Processing of nonparametric
shape optimization result.
Before the topology optimization of the scraper conveyer, the static finite element is analyzed to create bulk data. The
material of scraper conveyer has Young’s Modulus of 200 GPa, Passion’s ratio of 0.3 and the density of
7.8×103Kg/m3. Then the analysis forming Optishape tool is used to define parameter. In the first time, the constraint
volume is 0.3, which means 70% of the material in the design domain is going to be removed. After analysis for many
times, the constraint volume is defined as 0.3 and the move limit is defined as 0.3. The final result element distribution
of scraper conveyer after topology optimization is shown as Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows the nephogram of element material
density. After the scraper conveyer was optimized with MSC.Nastran.Optishape, a group named HIGH_DENS_GRP
is saved. Because the topology optimization of scraper conveyer is based on finite element, the model which is
optimized is shown as element model. In order to get the exact size of the optimized model, it is necessary to modify
the optimized model. In the first phase, a new group is set up and set the new group as the current group. Then at the
boundary of optimized model point, curve, surface and solid is set up. By Boolean operation, the optimized geometry
model of scraper conveyer is shown as Fig. 7. With MSC.Patran, volume of the optimized geometry model is
measured. By computation, we find that the weight of scraper conveyer reduced 17.17% after the topology
optimization. By analyzing with MSC.Nastran, it is found that the optimized scraper conveyer satisfies the intensity
request. From above we can find that optimization result is according to the theory and it is also testified that topology
optimization with MSC.Nastran.Optishape can be applied in the engineering scope practically.
Figure 5: The element distribution of topology optimization
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Figure 6: The element material density nephogram of topology optimization
Figure 7: The optimization model modified by Patran
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a topology optimization of scraper conveyer with MSC.Nastran.Optishape. By
combining the topology optimizer function of Optishape into MSC.Nastran as functional modules, topology
optimization analysis capabilities are introduced into MSC.Nastran as a special solution sequence. For the reason that
the topology optimization is on the basis of homogenization method, a discussion on several of optimization methods
and their merit and shortage is necessary. Based on the homogenization method introduced by Bendsoe and Kikuchi in
1998, topology optimization has become an important and well-recognized sub-area of structure optimization, the
theory of homogenization method is discussed comprehensively. In the first phase of topology optimization, the model
of scraper conveyer is analyzed with MSC.Nastran. The results shows that the maximal Mises stress value of original
design is much less than the yield stress, which not make material utilized adequately. Then the model is submitted to
MSC.Nastran.Optishape to access the topology optimization results. After topology optimization, the weight of
scraper conveyer reduced 17.17% .It is also found that the maximal stress value of optimized scraper conveyer doesn’t
still approaches the yield stress. Therefore this optimization makes material sufficient used, the weigh of scraper
conveyer effectively lightened and the stress distribution is more reasonable. It is found that optimization result is
according to the theory and it is also testified that topology optimization with MSC.Nastran. Optishape can be applied
in the engineering scope practically.
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